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POLITICAL SCIENCE COURSES SPRING 2012
Required Courses
FP130, U.S. Government and Constitutional Development. Core course taken by all midshipmen during their Fourth
Class year. Basic concepts of American democracy, the Constitution, political process, structure and functions of national
government and factors influencing its operation; emphasis on legal and ethical demands placed on government officials,
both civilian and military, as defined by the Constitution and statute. Successful completion of FP130 is required for
enrollment in all other required and elective FP courses.
FP210, Introduction to International Relations. Approaches to analysis of international relations; nature and evolution of
international political systems; foreign policy decision making; roles of non-state actors; diplomacy and war; economic
development; and international organizations.
FP220, Political Science Methods. Discussion of the philosophy of social science for the political scientist; instruction in
research methods with emphasis on scientific method and quantitative techniques.
FP230, Introduction to Comparative Politics. Study of politics in other societies. Offers students a basic framework for
analyzing other political systems. Key theoretical concepts, analytical tools and seminal works in the field are introduced to
provide foundation for advanced area studies coursework.

American Government and Law Concentration (prereq FP130)
FP320, Advanced Political Science Methods. Designed to enhance the student’s ability to apply empirical methods to
political science questions. Building on FP220, it expands the range of methods in the students’ toolkit. Course will use R
statistical environment; helps students identify datasets and appropriate methods for use in advanced research projects in
Honors and Capstone classes. (By permission of instructor. 1/C and 2/C standing)
FP326, American Presidency. Growth and evolution of Office of the President; executive agencies, their function, control and
problems; special attention to president's selection, role as commander-in-chief and relations with the legislative and judicial
branches.
FP328, Legislative Process. Decision making in the U.S. Congress; constituencies and elections, role of party and committees,
and interaction with executive and judicial branches, bureaucracy, interest groups, and other actors. (FPSA Elective)
FP397, Criminal Law and Justice. By concentrating on the nature of criminal law, the institutions and actors applying it, the
course seeks to give students a thorough comprehension of the justice system. (2/C. standing)
FP414, Constitutional Law - Civil Liberties. Designed to present the student with a broad overview of the Supreme Court’s
interpretation of the United States Constitution and the resulting effects. Time will be devoted to the analysis of major Supreme
Court decisions in the area of civil rights and civil liberties.

Comparative Politics Concentration (prereq FP130)
FP335, Non-Deomcratic Politics. Examination of modern totalitarian and authoritarian regimes as distinct forms of political
organization.
FP357, Politics of China and Japan. An investigation of the politics of a potential 21st century superpower and the world’s
second largest economy, examining their trajectories of development, the cultural and historical factors behind governance,
formal and informal political institutions, and major problems confronting political elites.

FP369, Middle Eastern Politics. Comparative analysis of domestic politics, political economy, the role of religion,
foreign policies, and elements of international relations of Middle Eastern political systems; theoretical emphasis on
ethnic conflict, conflict resolution and democratic development.
FP462, Special Topics in Comparative Politics: Politics and Challenges of Iran - explores the challenges of Iran to the
United States and its role in the Middle East.
FP469, Islam and Politics. Surveys selected topics in Islamic political thought, contemporary Islamic revival, Islamic
movements and parties, Islam and democracy, the rights of women and minorities in Islamic states, the role of the Shari’ah.
FP468, Palestinian-Israeli Conflict. Provides a broad overview of the major themes in the Palestine Israeli conflict including
how it started, what factors make the conflict so intractable, the major ideological perspectives, how the conflict affects US
foreign policy and regional security in the Middle East.
FP486C, Central Asian politics: Will investigate how emerging national identities in the Former Soviet Central Asia as well
as South Asia have had a profound impact on local and regional politics. Focus will be placed upon how post- Soviet, post9/11 and post- Partition states have used a reimagining of their past to appeal to burgeoning youth populations for political
credibility. Course will deepen Midshipmen knowledge of a strategically important region as well as provide an analytical
framework to deconstruct regional power-elite systems, growing security threats, and trans-border issues.

International Relations Concentration (prereq FP130)
FP313, Information Technology and International Politics. Effects of information technology on both the national and
international political systems; emphasis on changed weaponry, the vulnerability of “cyberspace” and other aspects of the
information revolution on the relations among nations.
FP314, Formulation of U.S. Foreign Policy. Case study-based review of the content, formulation and execution of U.S.
foreign policies since World War II, including decision-making processes, administration of policy and development of current
policies.
FP324, Latin American International Politics. International subsystem; foreign policy making of Latin American states,
roles of non-state actors; international institutions; diplomacy and violence; and application of international theory.
FP356, Conflict and Peacemaking. Examines the nature of conflicts and the art of peacemaking in the post-Cold war world;
includes lectures, problem-centered learning approaches, and discussion sessions; interactions with experts and a visit to a
foreign embassy will assist midshipmen in gaining a perspective.
FP366, African International Relations. Introduces midshipmen to the most important trends in contemporary African
international relations and the most important social science theories and methods used by political and military decision
makers, analysts, and scholars to understand contemporary Africa.

FP370, International Russian and Euro-Asian Politics. Discussions of geopolitical, ideological, institutional,
cultural and economic factors affecting foreign policy decision making in Russian and other members of
Commonwealth of Independent States; regional and global issues of security, democracy and free market economics.
(FP210 highly recommended)
FP384, Politics of Irregular Warfare. Theoretical, historical and policy examination of low-level political-military
confrontation; viewed from several perspectives, such as revolutionary, policy-making, military and nation-state; focus on U.S.
response to LIC. (2/C. standing)
FP407, Intelligence and National Security. Examination of nature, significance and development of intelligence including
collection, counterintelligence, clandestine and covert action and evaluation; includes current issues and case studies. (Prereq:
FP130, FP210, 2/C, U.S. citizenship.)
FP421, National Security Policy. Analyzes how the US defines and pursues its national security policy, including
formulation of security strategies and the roles of major domestic and international actors.
FP437, International Organizations. Attention given to control of conflict and violence, economic cooperation and
management of global resources; major focus on the UN; discussion of selected regional issues and other NGOs.
FP482, Political Geography. This one credit course (one one-hour lecture per week) examines maps of many kinds to help
students achieve political-geographic literacy.
FP486I, Emerging International Security Threats. The course will cover the full range of current and looming challenges to
global and national security, from violent extremism to proliferation of weapons of mass destruction to emergence of new
powers (especially China) to failing states. It will also explore such systemic security challenges as pandemic disease, climate
change, resource competition, and cyber vulnerabilities. The course will be in seminar format; combine political, economic,
and technical analysis’ and involve policy and crisis-management “games.” (Gompert)
FP486A, Cybersecurity: Policy and National Security Decision Making. This course will explore how policy makers and
senior commanders should assess the implications of cyberspace in making decisions that affect our national security, taking
account of the technical, operational, legal, and ethical aspects of their choices. It should be of interest to Political Science
majors and those in other departments studying any aspect of cyber security. (Cavaiola)
FP486B, War and Grand Strategy: Some Fundamental Concepts. Adopts an interdisciplinary approach by drawing on
history, political science, international relations and economics. The readings consist of leading strategic theorists on war and
allow students to evaluate and discuss the way political leaders and strategic planners have successfully/unsuccessfully
grappled with the challenges associated with the use of force to obtain national objectives.

Restricted Courses
FP482A, Special Topics. NAFAC Moderators only.
FP482B, Debate. This course is designed for members of the Naval Academy’s debate team. Students will use research
compiled by the squad in the first semester and write a paper to direct further research on the national debate topic and will
present their research orally in a demonstration debate for the political science department.
FP500, Honors Advanced Research Design. Advanced research techniques: individual design guidance with special
reference to advanced statistical techniques as well as methodological approaches. Literature review and presentation to the
faculty. (Prereq: 2/C FPSH. Honors Director permission required.)
FP510, Honors Senior Thesis. A 4 credit advanced research seminar allowing students to complete the research that will
culminate in their senior honors thesis. (Prereq: Acceptance into the honors program and 1/C standing.)

